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Additional Exercises – Morphological Analysis  
 

Exercise 1  
A. Draw trees for the following words, indicating the category of word at the top of the tree. 

 friendship   quickly   copilot  
 

B. Now draw these more difficult word trees, showing the order in which each morpheme 
attaches. 
reorganization       understatement   degradable   nonbeliever  deployment 

 
 
Exercise 2 
Examine the following words from Michoacan Aztec, a language of Mexico, and answer the 
questions that follow.  
 

1. [nokali] ‘my house’ 
2. [nokalimes] ‘my houses’ 
3. [mokali] ‘your house’ 
4. [ikali]  ‘his house’ 
5. [nopelo] ‘my dog’ 

 

6. [mopelo] ‘your dog’ 
7. [mopelomes] ‘your dogs’ 
8. [ikwahmili] ‘his cornfield’ 
9. [nokwahmili] ‘my cornfield’ 
10. [mokwahmili] ‘your cornfield’ 
 

a. Fill in the blanks with the corresponding Michoacan morphemes:  
____________ ‘house’ 
____________ ‘dog’ 
____________ ‘cornfield’ 
____________ (plural marker) 

____________ ‘my’ 
____________ ‘your’ 
____________ ‘his’ 

 
b. What is the English translation for the Michoacan word [ipelo]? 
c. How would you say ‘his cornfields’ in Michoacan?  

 
Exercise 3 
Swedish is a Germanic language with morphological marking of nouns similar to that of English, 
but with some significant differences. Consider the following forms of nouns and answer the 
questions.  
 

1. en lampa ‘a lamp’ 
2. stolen  ‘the chair’ 
3. en tidning  ‘a newspaper’ 
4. lampan  ‘the lamp’ 
5. bilen  ‘the car’ 
6. en stol  ‘a chair’ 
7. sofforna ‘the sofas’ 
8. katten  ‘the cat’ 

9. tidningen  ‘the newspaper’ 
10. kattar  ‘cats’ 
11. tidningar ‘newspapers’ 
12. en bil  ‘a car’ 
13. bilar  ‘cars’ 
14. kattarna ‘the cats’ 
15. en katt  ‘a cat’ 
16. soffor  ‘sofas’ 



17. tidningarna ‘the newspapers’ 
18. bilarna  ‘the cars’ 
19. lamporna ‘the cars’ 
20. stolarna ‘the chairs’ 
21. en soffa ‘a sofa’ 
22. soffan  ‘the sofa’ 
23. lampor  ‘lamps’ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a. What Swedish word corresponds to the English indefinite article ‘a(n)’? 
 

b. What are the allomorphs of the definite morpheme? Where do they appear? 
 

c. How is the indefinite plural formed? The definite plural? 
 

d. How would you say the following words? 
 

 
Definite   Plural   Define Plural 

en flica  ‘a girl’  __________  _________  __________ 
en klänning  ‘a dress’ __________  _________  __________ 
en blomma  ‘a flower’ __________  _________  __________ 
en buss  ‘a bus’  __________  _________  __________ 
 
 

 


